EARTH DAY 2022
52 Ways to Restore Our Earth
#InvestInOurPlanet
Tune into Earth Day Live
Use the internet for trees
Plog
Fight climate change with diet change
Calculate your foodprint
Advocate for climate education
Encourage your university to take climate action
Share your story
Stand against deforestation
Pick up trash while you run
Join the Global Earth Challenge
Calculate your carbon footprint
Calculate your plastic consumption
Take Earthday’s regenerative agriculture quiz
Organize a community cleanup
Contact your representatives
Ask for green power
Switch to reusable bags

click on topic for more information
Learn how to combat plastic pollution

Plan a teach-in

Compost

Explore the Earthday 2022 Action Toolkit

Add to the Billion Acts of Green

Switch to online billing

Meal Prep

Push for plant-based options

Encourage the use of reusable utensils, dishes, and trays

Tell your elected leaders to ban single use plastic

Take the climate and environmental literacy quiz

Go pesticide-free

Take pictures of pollinators

Use Earthday.Org's educational resources in the classroom

Introduce the Global Earth Challenge app to your community

Take the first step towards ending plastic pollution

Support organic ingredients

Sign the petition pushing for climate and environmental literacy education

Click on topic for more information
Most stakeholders – from shareholders, to employees, to customers, to communities, and regulators – now expect companies to play a role in decarbonizing the global economy. Few things will impact capital allocation decisions – and thereby the long-term value of your company – more than how effectively you navigate the global energy transition in the years ahead.
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